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Extremely long distance electron transfer is observed in some photosynthetic reaction centers. For several
charge recombination reactions, the rate appears to fall off much more slowly with distance than expected from
simple models. A general model is proposed for sequential electron-transfer reactions, which often occur in
biological systems, in which each ion pair in the forward direction acts as the mediating state for recombination
of the next ion-pair in the sequence. Inclusion of these mediating states in a conventional superexchange
formalism improves the agreement between theory and experiment, but the results are far from satisfactory.
Because the energy gap between the reactant and mediating state is small for some of these reactions, the next
level of analysis is to explicitly consider non-Condon effects by using a two-state model. This gives a substantial
improvement in the agreement between theory and experiment. We conclude that (1) superexchange coupling
is likely quite significant for the long-distance charge recombination reactions in bacterial RCs at cryogenic
temperature, (2) the coupling provided by low-lying intermediates states is often accompanied by significant
non-Condon effects within a two-state model, and (3) both of these effects can significantly alter the dependence
of the rate on distance. Implications of these results for the initial ultrafast charge separation step are discussed.

1. Introduction

Long-distance electron transfer between redox centers that
are not covalently connected is widespread in biological systems.
One difficulty in analyzing the rate constants for these reactions
from first principles is that the overlap of the wave functions on
the donor and acceptor is poorly known and is sensitive to the
nature of the intervening matter. An essential feature of biological
systems is that the matrix surrounding the reactive elements,
including the matrix between these components, is organized.
Consequently, some of the same issues arise for electron transfer
in nonbiological, organized systems such as molecular crystals,
Langmuir-Blodgett films, covalently connected donors and
acceptors, and fabricated microstructures.
The photosynthetic reaction center (RC) is one of the best
characterized organized electron-transfer systems. This membrane protein contains as many as eight redox centers in fixed
locations. The three-dimensionalstructures of RCs from several
species are known to atomic re~olution,l-~
and the kinetics of
electron transfer for forward charge separation (CS) and reverse
charge recombination (CR) reactions have been studied over a
wide range of timescales (fs to s) and conditions (temperature,
pH, ionic strength, pres~ure).”~The RC is a self-contained
electron-transport chain with the redox components arranged in
a roughly linear fashion as shown in Figure 1 for Rps. viridis.
Both electrons and holes move apart in the forward reactions,
with the ultimate charge separation distance being about 70 A.
The medium between any two redox centers in the RC consists
of the peptide backbone, amino acid side chains, and other redox
components. Redox componentswill always be present for systems
involving a series of electron-transfer reactions. In such cases it
is reasonable to propose a simple and general model in which
each redox intermediate in a forward reaction serves to mediate
the recombinationreaction for the next charge-separated species.
In a generic reaction scheme, if D is a donor and AI, A2, etc. are
a series of acceptors, then the forward reactions are

DA,A,

-

-

D+A,-A~ D+A~A;

(1)
and the long-distanceD+A1A2-- DAl A2 reverse recombination
f Computer Center m/c 135 and Department of Chemistry, University of
Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL 60680.

reaction may involve activated formation of D+Al-A2or DAl+A2at a sufficiently high temperature. Both D+AI-A~
and DAI+A~may also function as virtual intermediates coupling D+AlAzand DAlAz at low temperature. This general principle was
introduced in earlier work on long-distanceCR in photosynthetic
RCs where it was demonstrated that it is quantitativelyconsistent
with available kinetic data for P+Q*- recombination discussed
below .lo
Although virtual coupling (superexchange) will be especially
important for a system consisting of a series of redox carriers
whose orbital energies are not much different, a similarmechanism
can be invoked to explain through-bond coupling in protein systems
or small molecules.11J2 Superexchange via hole transfer
(DAl+A2-) may be the dominant mechanism when the orbital
energies of filled levels (valence band) of the medium are not far
from those of the redox carriers. Conversely, if the LUMO of
the bridge (conductionband) is closer in energy to the donor and
acceptor energies, electron transfer (D+Al-Az) dominates the
coupling. Coupling through protein and saturated spacer bridge
states has been treated in detail by Onuchic and Beratan.I3-15
They concluded that the Condon approximation breaks down
when the energy gap between the transferring electron and a
bridge state is small or when the distance between donor and
acceptor is 1arge.l’ In the latter case, at long distances (>15 A)
there is an increased tunneling probability (Le., the effective barrier
to electron tunneling is reduced) due to electron tunneling from
relatively high energy levels in the donor. Clearly the probability
of such electron transfer is quite low, and that is why these effects
are only considered at quite long distances. In such a case, the
wave functions used to describe the reduced tunneling barrier do
not obey the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.16J7Although
these considerations apply to electronic coupling through any
bridge, a significant superexchangecontribution may obviate the
need to consider such a low probability event by effectively
lowering the tunneling barrier by means of availableenergy levels
in the bridge.
Redox active componentscan act as a bridge in the same sense
as residues in the protein or covalent connectors,but their redox
potentials may be much closer to the redox potential of the reacting
species. The proximity of the bridge energy levels serves to reduce
the electron tunneling barrier. In this paper, we shall show that
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for the practical calculation of rate constants.31 The role of the
nuclear factor in a three-state problem has been discussed by
Lin,32and an expansion of the three-state correlation function
has been worked out by Joseph and Bialek.33 Reimers and
H ~ s hshowed
~ ~ that
, ~ two-state
~
models are no longer valid when
the intermediate state (bridge) is in resonance with the donoracceptor crossing point. Using their criteria for resonance (AU
I V13, see below), all of the case studies in this paper are
nonresonant. The important conceptual connection with resonance Raman s p e c t r o ~ c o p ywill
~ ~ .be
~ ~discussed further below.
In photosynthetic systems, superexchange has most often been
considered a t a qualitative level, the most important factor being
the dependence of the electronic coupling on the energy difference
between the mediating state and the transition
What
is seldom discussed is that, as a consequence, the electronic
coupling becomes explicitly dependent on nuclear coordinates, so
the usual separation of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom
is not valid. Furthermore, it is often assumed that the value of
the superexchange matrix element should be calculated at the
crossing point (i.e., transition state of the electron-transfer
reaction). However, at low temperature when nuclear tunneling
dominates the rate, the probability of reaching the transitionstate configuration may be very small for any finite barrier. Thus,
application of a superexchange matrix element calculated only
at the nuclear coordinate of the transition state is not necessarily
valid over a range of temperature. An estimate of the electronic
factor that is obtained by thermally averaging the nuclearcoordinate-dependent electronic matrix element over the vibrational levels in the reactant manifold overestimates the rate
constant because it completely ignores the Franck-Condon factor.
To correctly calculate a rate constant, the dynamics of nuclear
motion must be included in a calculation of the nuclear overlap
factors weighted by the electronic factor as a function of the
nuclear coordinate.
In the following, the standard model is extended to include this
nuclear coordinate dependence by considering it as a non-Condon
effect within the framework of a two-state model. Details of the
computational methodology are given elsewhere.42 Although
clearly an approximate method, we specifically focus on how the
inclusion of such effects can alter the calculated distance
dependence of electron transfer, and these results are compared
with data obtained for the Rps. viridis RC. In section 2 the
unusual distance dependence of electron transfer in RCs is
discussed. Section 3 discusses the issues that arise in calculations
of superexchange matrix elements, some approximate models,
and dephasing. The results of model calculations on the CR
reactions in the R C are discussed in section 4, along with some
discussion of the CS steps.

-gQ*

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the reactive components in the Rps.
viridis RC.I P is the bacteriochlorophyll dimer whose excited singlet
state is the initial donor; HL is a monomeric bacteriopheophytin that
accepts an electron from 'P;QA is menaquinone. The four hemes at the
top are embedded in the cytochrome subunit, which is bound to the RC
protein. C H Iand CHZare the high potential hemes; CL1 and CLZare the
low potential hemes.

the electronic coupling depends strongly on the nuclear coordinates
when the bridge state potential energy surface is close to that of
the transition state (the crossing of reactant and product surfaces).
Thus, superexchange through a specific redox center can give
rise to a breakdown of the Condon approximation within a twostate model a t any electron tunneling distance, which reduces the
effectiveelectron tunneling barrier. This effect on the tunneling
barrier can be included in the coupling pathways through the
proteinI3-l5 and contributes to an enhanced probability of longdistance electron t~nne1ing.I~
Effective tunneling barriers have
been addressed by Kuznetsov and Ulstrup in a discussion of the
free-energy dependence of the electronic factor due to the
polarization of the
The breakdown of the Condon
approximation has also been widely discussed in the context of
radiationless processes in simple aromatic molecule^.^^-^^
The inclusion of a bridge state with both electronic and
vibrational quantum numbers formally requires a three-state
calculation, and analytical solutions have not yet proven useful

2. Properties of the Reaction Center and the Challenge

2.1. Temperature and Distance Dependence of Charge Recombination in RCs. The redox components of interest in this
paper are illustrated in Figure 1. They include cytochromes c556
(CH2), c559 (CHI),and c553
the primary electron
donor (a dimeric pair of bacteriochlorophylls denoted P whose
first singlet excited state, IP, initiates the electron-transfer
reactions); a monomeric bacteriochlorophyll (BL); monomeric
bacteriopheophytin (HL);and a quinone (QA). The slow, longdistance recombination reactions of P+QA-, CHI+QA-.and
CH~+QAin Rps. viridis have been investigated by Wraight4and
Shuvalov and their co-workers5as a function of temperature and
pH.48 The reaction scheme has been characterized by both
transient absorption and EPR.4,5,4547 The kinetics and best
estimates for the energetics are illustrated in Figure 2. The edgeto-edge distance between P and QAis 22.5 A,' and the P+QA-+
PQAC R reaction has a rate constant of 100 s-l at 150 K.' At
the same temperature, the CH~+QACR reaction has a rate
constant of ca. 2 s-l over a distance of -43 A, and the CH~+QA-
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Figuret. Reaction scheme,kinetics, and energetics for chargeseparation
and recombination reactions in Rps. viridis RCs at medium redox potential
(E, > 300 mV) and 150 K.4 CI and Cz are cytochromes CHIand C H ~
shown in Figure 1.

recombination reaction has a recombination rate of ca. 0.02-0.2
s-l over an edge-to-edge distance of -68 A.45,48The P+QA-,
CH~+QA-,
and CH~+QACR reactions have similar temperature
dependences consisting of an activated region above 240 K and
an activationlessregion below 240 K. The relative rate constants
of the CR reactions can be explained at room temperature by
postulating equilibria among the three charge-separated states
P+QA-,CHI+QA-,and CH~+QA-.
However, as pointed out by Gao
et al.,4 such equilibria cannot account for the rate constants in
the temperature-independent regime below 240 K. The much
slower CLI+QA-CR is consistent with an equilibrium between
C ~ 1 + Q ~ - a cn d~ l + Q ~ -the
o f same type proposed for P, CHI, and
CH24with a larger energy gap of 2300 cm-I between C ~ l + Q ~ - a n d
C H I + Q A - .Below
~ ~ 200 K and at E, < 0 mV the formation of
CL~+QAis irrever~ible.~
2.2. Failure of Exponential Distance Dependence. The rates
of electron-transfer reactions are thought to fall off exponentially
with distance due to the exponential falloff of the radial part of
thewavefunctionsoftheinitia1andfinal~tates.s~~~
In the Condon
approximation the rate constant is decomposed into two parts,
an electronicfactor ([27r/h]V )and a nuclear or Franck-Condon
factor (FC). The distance dependence is thought to reside
primarily in Vwith VZ = Vo2exp[-aR] or V = VOexp[-(a/2)R],
where R is the edge-to-edge distances3and VON 100 cm-I, giving
a maximal rate constant ko lOI3 s-l when R = 0, on the order
of a typical low-frequency vibration. The distance dependence
of the rate constant is

o n
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Figure 3. Distance dependence of charge recombination rates4in Rps.
viridis RCs at 150 K for reactions listed at the top of the figure (centcr-

to-center distance are the squares; edge-to-edge distances are circles).
The errors in the experimental rate constants are smaller than the size
of the symbols. Distances are taken from X-ray crystal structure.] The
lines give ko exp[-aR],where ko is the maximal rate constant (see text),
R is the edge-to-edge distance, and a is 3.4 (- - -) and 1.0 (-).

TABLE I: Observed Charge Separation Rate Constants in
Rpa
Reaction Centers at 298 K Compared with Rate
Constants Calculated by Using an Exponential Distance
Dependence
reaction
kh.6 s-I R/ A ko exp[-aR] V, cm-1
'PH PH4 X 10"
9.5
6.7X lo8
20.0
P+H- P Q A 5 x 109
9.5
4.7 x io*
3.7d
8.7 x 10'
0.28
P+QA--CHI+QA- 3.7 x lo6 10.0
5.0X lo5
0.2'
PQA-- CLI+QA-~ 6.9X lo6 16.5
5.8 X lo3
0.078
CHI+QA-+CHZ+QA-2.8 X lo5 21.5
Equation 6 and VZ a Vo2exp[-aR] with VO= 100cm-l, a 1.0A-I.
FC estimated by assuming that the reaction is activationless (FC =
1/[4rXk~TI'/~).
Vis a lower bound value for the cytochrome CHIand
CHZoxidation reactions (see Appendix). References 4,5,and 9. Edgeto-edge distances. d Same as in ref 1 13. Estimatesbased on assumptions
stated in the Appendix.fReaction occurs when E, < 100 mV.

-
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5

Below 240 K all of the recombination reactions are essentially
temperature independent (except P+HL- CR), which can be
interpreted as meaning that all of the reactions are nearly
k = k, exp[-aR]
(2)
activationless at low t e m p e r a t ~ r e . ~Confronted
~
with these
remarkable observations, Wraight and co-workers4suggested that
In many early treatments of charge transfer as a tunneling event
superexchange may be important in modifying the distance
the exponentialfactor a (Gamow factor) was related to the barrier
dependence. In the following discussion we develop a model to
height B in units of electronvolts by a = (2mB)lIZ/h( m is the
explore the quantitative consequences of this suggestion.
mass of the particle and h is Planck's c o n ~ t a n t ) . ~ ' ~
Studies
~
of
2.3. Temperature and Distance Dependence of the Charge
model systems indicate that a can be as small as 1.Ofor throughbond coupling and as high as 3.4 for through-spacec o ~ p l i n g . ~ ~ ~Separation
~ ~ ~ s ~ Reactions. Many of the same issues arise in attempts
to explainthe extremelyrapid primary CS reaction rate constant,
Even sophisticated treatments that include medium effects find
'P P+HL-. It has been suggested that superexchange via an
that the decreasein coupling with distance is typically exponential,
intermediate such as P+BL-facilitates this primary step.3742In
although the exponent is medium dependent.15J8~30J4~s4~72
Most
contrast to the recombination reactions discussed above where
recent work uses the exponent as a benchmark to describe the
some experimental information is available on the energy of the
medium as predominantlythrough-bond or through-space or some
mediating state, the energy of the P+BL- state is not known;
combination thereof.
however, it is likely to be sufficiently close to the energy of 'P that
Taking a limiting lower value of a = 1.OA-1 for the exponential
distance dependence in proteins, the rate constant for CH~+QA- this is a viable mechanism. If the energy gap is small enough,
it may be necessary to abandon the approximation that the
recombination should be on the order of 10-6 s-l, and the rate
electronic coupling is independent of the nuclear position.
constant for CHZ+QArecombination should be on the order of
The parameters relevant to the distance dependence of all of
lo-'' s-I! Compared to the experimental recombination rate
the CS reactions in Rps. viridis RCs are listed in Table I, and
constants of ca. 2 s-l for CH~+QAand 0.02-0.2 s-l for CHZ+QA-,
even the through-bond value of a! = 1.O for the exponential falloff
further details are given in the Appendix. The CL1 oxidation
reaction (at Em = 0 mV) is faster than the CHI oxidation (at Em
leaves an enormous discrepancy, as highlighted in Figure 3 . It is
unlikely that the enormous discrepancy between the expected
> 250 mV) at room temperature, even though CHIis 7.0 A closer
and observed rate can be attributed to the Franck-Condon factor.
than C L to
~ the donor P+.614sThe rate of the CH2 oxidation

-
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reaction is much more rapid than expected on the basis of the
exponential distance dependence. The large coupling required
for this reaction has led to the suggestion that the C Lcytochrome
~
is involved in the electroniccoupling for the CH~+QA--&+QAcharge shift r e a ~ t i o n . ~
3. Theory
3.1. Non-Condon Effects in Superexchange. To first order,
the rate constant for a transition between reactants \k- and 9+
can be written

wherep is thedensityofstatesandHis thepartoftheHamiltonian
that causes the transition and may contain overlap terms, adiabatic
breakdown terms, etc. The reactant \k- and product \k+ states
are usually taken to be Born-Oppenheimer states that can be
written as6’

coordinates for the ith m0de.6~ The displacement of the
intermediate state for the ith mode is yi, and the displacement
of the final state is t i . The root-mean-square zero-point
displacement of the ith mode is @Pi = 1 / [ 2 ~ j lj2.
] A U Iand
~ AU23
are the internal energy changes between states 1,3 and 2,3,
respectively. For simplicity, the potential energy surfaces are
assumed to be harmonic with no frequency shifts. The displacements in the potential surfaces are shifts in the nuclear coordinate
that occur in the course of the electron-transfer reaction, and the
total displacement can be related to the reorganization energy
for the reaction, e.g., A13 = 1iwi$/4. The dimensionless linear
electron-phonon coupling constant Si is related to the dimensionless displacement 7 , by Si = q:/4.
There is also a linear
coupling constant for the intermediate state SM~,
where S M=~
Yi2/4.
The wave functions for the three eigenstates 1, 2, and 3 can
be diagonalized in the \E-,*+ basis:

W Q d = +(Qdx(Q)
(4)
where Qs are nuclear coordinates, q s are electron coordinates,
is the electronic part of the wave function, and x is the nuclear
part. The transition matrix element becomes

V..

+

I
,

(9)
in which integration over both the electronic and nuclear
coordinates is signified by
The Condon approximation68 is
the assumption that (+-lHl++) is independent of Q, and therefore
the matrix element can be factored into an electronic part and
a vibrational part (Franck-Condon factor). In this approximation
the rate constant for transition from reactant to product is
(e-).

where V = (+-Id++)
and FC = I(x-Ix+)12p.
If Vdoes depend on the nuclear coordinates, then factoring is
not possible. In some cases, the dynamics of those vibrational
modes that affect V (promoting modes) are unimportant, and
one can simply use an effective V whose magnitude is different
from what might be estimated by the Condon approximation, but
which still allows the Condon-like factoring of the matrix element.
In other cases, however, the promoting mode dynamics are
significant, and the apparent Franck-Condon factors must be
modified. This implies changes to expressions for the temperature
and free-energy dependence of the reaction rate. When lowlying bridge states couple the reactants and products states, V
can easily have a large dependence on Q.
At very large distances, the direct coupling between Q- and
9+is very small. In order to discuss the second-order coupling
between the states \k- and \k+, we introduce the zero-order states
specific to the case of CR considered here: 1 is the chargeseparated state (reactant), 2 is the charge-separated intermediate
state (bridge), and 3 is the neutral (product) state. The diabatic
potential energy surfaces for the three states involved in
superexchange coupling are

(7)
where wi are the frequencies and Qiare the mass-weighted nuclear

where phenomenological damping constants I’12 and l’23 have
been included to account for the energy width of the vibronic
level in the intermediate state due to the electronic dephasing of
2 with respect to states 1 and 3, respectively. The magnitude of
r
1
2 or I’23 in eqs 8 and 9 is the reciprocal of the T2 lifetime of
the intermediate state70 (see section 3.5). The coefficients for
the mixing of states 1 and 3 into state 2 result in a second-order
term in the electronic coupling, which is used in calculating the
electronic factor of the rate constant in eq 6. The electronic
coupling as a function of the nuclear coordinate has the form

VQ) =

+
1‘

I/,[

2 2‘3

u2(Q) - ui(Q) - iri,

+

v12v23

] (10)

uz(Q) - u3(Q) - ir23

This expression includes the direct coupling VI39 which is the
first-order term (direct coupling between reactant and product
states). Superexchange dominates when VI3 is negligible compared to the second-order terms. Even when the electronic
couplings V12 and V23 have no nuclear coordinate dependence,7I
the magnitude of the matrix element V(Q) given by eq 10depends
on the position of the nuclear coordinate because the potential
energy terms in the denominator depend on Q. The form of eq
10 is generally valid in the region of nuclear coordinate space
where the reactant and product state are not in r e ~ o n a n c eThe
.~~
off-resonance terms given by eq 10 are often assumed not to
contribute substantially to the overall electronic coupling compared to the resonant interaction given below.
At high enough temperature an electron-transfer reaction
proceeds via the crossing point Q*13, which is the intersection of
surfaces 1 and 3. The magnitude of A U ~ I ( Q * I=~ )Uz(Q.13) Ul(Q*13)can be calculated by solving for the location of Q * ~ in
J
nuclear coordinate space. If only one mode is coupled to the
electron-transfer process, the location of the crossing point can
be found from the equation u3(Q*13) = UI(Q*IS). For a
multiphononprocess theintersection Ul(Q*l3) = U ~ ( Q * Iis~used
)
as a constraint, and the minimum is found by the method of
LaGrange multipliers. At high temperature the superexchange
electronic coupling is usually calculated by using the value of the
state mixing obtained at the crossing point Q*13 (Le., when states
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10 can be extended to include N identical sites that occupy the
space between the donor and acceptor. In the idealized case of
a linear chain of identical centers in the bridge each with coupling
VBand a coupling of the bridge to the donor of V I Eand to the
acceptor of VB3, the superexchange coupling is

Through-Bond Coupling

Through-Bond Coupling with Redox center

B

Figure 4. Schematic model for through-bond coupling (A) without and
(B) with a redox center M (of diameter R M )in the bridge. A throughbond pathway is shown with bridge atoms labeled B, which all have
high-energy intermediate states. The entire group of B atoms can be
considered collectively as a bridge between the donor D and acceptor A.
When the electron is on molecule D, M, or A the system is in state 1,
2, or 3, respectively, for CS reactions or 3, 2, or 1, respectively, for CR
reactions.
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Figure5 Potential surfaces (A) and electronic coupling (B) as a function
of the nuclear coordinate: exact electronic coupling (-) and the Gaussian
approximation (- - -). The equilibrium position of state 2 is 6000 cm-I
(0.75 eV) above the final state.

1 and 3 are in resonance)

where there is a single dephasing rate r12a t Q*13. This electronic
factor calculated at a single point in nuclear configuration space
is a static superexchange approximation. Equations 10 and 11
are nonresonant and resonant electronic coupling terms, respectively, which can be derived at the simplest level by substitution
of the first-order wave functions (eqs 8 and 9) into eq 6 . If this
is done, the magnitude of the superexchange terms in eqs 10 and
11 is twice as large as what we have given. The origin of the
factor of 2 is that the first-order wave functions (eqs 8 and 9) are
not orthogonal. The nonorthogonality can becorrected either by
extending the wave functions to include the second-order term
(thus making them orthogonal) or by correcting the resulting
coupling by symmetric diagonalization. We refer the interested
reader to the lucid explanation of these possibilities in ref 3 1.
The model employed to describe the superexchange coupling
of a redox center is also valid for any type of bridge. Equation

where the dephasing rB between each of the coupled electronic
states has been included, AUBl(Q) = &(Q) - UI(Q), and backscattering has been ignored.I3 The dephasing rate rB can be
ignored for bridge states that have a sufficiently large energy gap
with respect to the donor/acceptor. A model for through-bond
coupling of this type was first derived by McConnell.I2 Incorporation of this model of superexchange into the exponential
form of the distance dependence has been considered by several
g r o ~ p s . I ~ JA
* ,simplified
~~
drawing of a bridge of this type is
shown in Figure 4A where molecules D and A are the donor and
acceptor. The reactant state (state 1) and product state (state
3) correspond to DA and D+A-, respectively, for C S reactions or
D+A- and DA, respectively, for CR reactions. In this model,
state 2 is the aggregate of all bridge atoms B in Figure 4A as well
as mediating molecule M in Figure 4B. If the radius of atom B
in the linear chain is RBthen a = log [ V E / ~ A U B I ( Q * I ~ ) ] / ~ R E ,
and the coupling of states 1 and 3 to the bridge is obtained by
viewing the entire bridge as state 2 in eq 10.
3.2. GaussianModel FunctionUsed in Non-CondonCalculation.
The nuclear coordinate dependence of the electronic coupling
can be estimated by using a Gaussian approximation to the
functional dependence on nuclear coordinates in eq 10. The
functional dependence of the electronic coupling in eq 10 is due
to the difference in energy between states 1, 2, and 3 shown in
Figure 5A. Although a Gaussian model introduces an additional
level of approximation, the approximation is controlled and can
be reduced with a concomitant increase in computational time,
and the new functional forms retain all of the qualitative features
of the "exact" V(Q).

where Qo is the displacement of the peak of the Gaussian from
the position halfway between the reactant and product equilibrium
positions, u2 is the variance of the Gaussian, and A = V12V23/
2I'12V(Q* 13) or Vl2V23/2I'23V(Q*13).73974
A simple approximate
method is to equate the average coupling under the peaked area
shown in Figure 5B with the average coupling of a Gaussian
function. This approximation is based on the idea that the
enhanced coupling strength in a region where the nuclear
coordinate is near the level crossing of the bridge state with the
product state contributes to the rate due to the magnitude of the
coupling (height of the peaked function in Figure 5B) and the
spread of nuclear coordinate where the enhanced coupling is
applicable (width of the peaked function in Figure SB). The
integral of each of these functions over the region of nuclear
coordinate space between the equilibrium coordinates of reactants
and products was calculated analytically. The variance of the
Gaussian was obtained from the calculate area [ EV(Q*,~){~
A ( ~ T ) ~ / ~ where
U ) ] , A was defined above.
Once obtained, V(Q) is used to calculate the rate constant by
using eq 3. The evaluation of the correlation function is described
el~ewhere.~'Briefly, within the Condon approximation, the
electronic coupling matrix element is a constant with respect to
nuclear motion and is factored out (as in eq 6 ) . The calculation
of FC is then reduced to the evaluation of the correlation function
C ( T ) of shifts in position of the nuclei between reactant and product
states.42 The Fourier transform of c ( ~gives
) the energy spectrum
of the nuclear transition probability (commonly known as the
rate vs free energy curve for the reaction). Because eq 13 is a
function of nuclear position, it cannot be factoredoutof the integral

+
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Fourier transform and acts as a weighting function, thus altering
the transition probability both in overall magnitude and in terms
of its frequency spectrum.
A case of strong dependence of the electronic factor on the
nuclear coordinate is shown in Figure 5. The large increase in
the coupling in the region of the reaction coordinate that is seen
in Figure 5B is due to the crossing of potential surfaces 2 and 3
in a region of nuclear coordinate space near the equilibrium
position. The average coupling near the nuclear coordinate of
the intermediate state level crossing is larger than the value of
the coupling at the crossing point Q*13, and this large coupling
at Q*23 contributes to the rate constant. There is also an increase
in the coupling near the Q*12crossing point. This increase in
coupling may also contribute to a non-Condon effect but is not
included because it is farther from the Q*13 crossing point.
3.3. Model Calculations. Returning to the generic example
outlined in the introduction, the direct coupling between D and
A2 is Vl3 = VOexp[-(a/2)&] where RT is the distance between
D and A2 and a is determined by the nature of the through-bond
interactions. Note the a represents the exponential factor that
determines the decay of the electronic factor V and therefore
4 2 is the factor that determines the decay of coupling V. If
several of the atoms on the through-bond pathway are replaced
by a redox center of diameter RM as shown in Figure 4B, the
coupling of the intermediate is VIZ= VOexp[-(a/2)R1] and V23
= VOexp[-(a/2)Rz], where R I Rz RM = RT. From eq 11
the coupling including both direct and superexchange contributions is (ignoring rl2, see section 3.5)

+ +

The superexchange contribution is larger than the direct
contribution to the electronic coupling when A U Z I ( Q * I ~<) VO
eXp[(a/2)R~]. Consider, for example, a donor D and acceptor
AZthat have an edge-to-edge distance R of 20 A and VO = 100
cm-I. Taking a = 1.0 A-I, the calculated direct coupling VISH
5X
cm-I. For a redox center AI with RM = 6 A located 7
A from both D and Az, the coupling VIZ= V23 3.0 cm-I, on
the basis of the same distance dependence. In this case the
superexchange coupling will be larger than the direct coupling
if AU21(Q*l3) < 2000 cm-l (0.25 eV). In order to see when the
non-Condon contribution is significant, we consider a simple
system with a single promoting mode of frequency w = 1000cm-l
at a temperature of 100 K. The potential surfaces shown in
Figure 6 are for S = 3 (A = 3000 cm-I or 0.375 eV), and AG =
-10 OOO cm-I (-1.25 eV), thus, this system is in the inverted
region (-AG > A). In the Condon approximation the FC factor
for this configuration is FC = 5 X 1V at 100 K, which gives rise
to a recombination rate constant of k = 125 s-I. Consider now
the addition of the intermediate state with an equilibriumposition
Uz(y) and displaced from the product's equilibrium position by
SM = 1, where SMis the electron-phonon coupling of the
intermediate state. Table I1 gives AU,, the energy of Uz(y)
relative to UI(O),
along with the energy gap A U Z I ( Q * I at
~ ) the
crossing point. As the energy of the mediating state is varied,
the position of the level crossings of the intermediate with either
reactants or products are shifted as shown in Figure 6B. The
resulting rate vs free energy curves are shown in Figure 7 for
threeconfigurationsof potential surfacesin which the rateconstant
is enhanced over the direct rate constant. A significant enhancement is observed due to the non-Condon effect; typical values
are given in Table 11.
Figure 8A illustrates a case in the -normal" region (-AG < A),
with S = 6 (A = 6000cm-I, 0.75 eV) and AG = -5000 cm-I (-0.6
eV), giving FC = l t 3and k 2.5 X lo4 s-I. The intermediate
potential surface is again taken to be at SM= 1, and the resulting
rates are given in Table 11. Comparison of these two cases shows
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Figure 6. Potential surfaces and electroniccoupling as a function of the
nuclear coordinate for a single promoting mode in the inverted region
(-AG > A). (A) Potential energy surfaces (eq 7) for a w = 1000 cm-1
and S = 3. The surfacescorrespond to reactants (-) and products (O),
with various intermediate levels: A with AG = -2000 cm-I (solid
diamonds), intermediate B with AG = -1000 cm-l (hollow diamonds),
and intermediate C with AG = 0 cm-1(solid circles). (B) The electronic
coupling as a function of the nuclear coordinatefor the potential energy
surfaces shown in (A). These curves were calculated by using eq 10.

TABLE Ik Model Calculation of Superexchange-Mediated
Rate Constants Including the Non-Condon Effect

1500
2500
3500

0
1000
2000

0.87
0.45
0.37

2.2
0.87
0.45

-2000

0.042

1.6

-lo00

0.090

8.5

0

0.016

7.0

'A = 6000cm-', AG = -5000 cm-I, &&a = 0.25 X 10' s-'; scc Figures
8 and 9. * A = 3000 cm-I, AG = -10 000 cm-I, & d i m = 0.0012 X 10' s-I;
see Figures 6 and 7. A&, = Vz(A) - Ul(0)is the equilibrium energy

~
by using superexchange within the Condon
difference. k s calculated
approximation (eq 11); k N C calculated including the non-Condon effect.
that the largest relative change in rate constant occurs in the
inverted region. This is relevant to both CR reactions with a
large driving force and nearby mediating state(^)'^ and internal
conversion when there are nearby states that couple to the
transition.
3.4. Strategy for RC Calculations and Parameter Values. In
order to apply these ideas to the RC problem, we require estimates
of the electron-phonon couplings Siand frequencies ut for reactant,
product, and bridge states to compute the three energy surfaces
Ul(Q), &(Q), and &(Q) (eq 7), from which the dependence of
V on the nuclear coordinate is obtained (eq 10). Reasonable
estimates for these values for the RC are presented in the
Appendix. The rate constants can then be calculated for a simple
superexchange model (eq 1l), and these are compared with rate
constants calculated including the non-Condon effect by using
the promoting mode correlation function developed in ref 42. For
the purpose of calculation, a representative temperature of T =
100 K was used. The results are valid over the activationless
region from 150 to 240 K, which was described in ref 4. All of
the model calculationsof the rate constantsuse identicalparameter
values.
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Figure 7. Rate vs free energy curves for Condon (-) and non-Condon
(broken symbols) rate constant. Three pairs of curva arc shown, which

&respond to the three configurationsofthemediating potentialsurfaces
in the 'inverted" region:
shown in Figure 8 (identicalsymbols d)
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Figure 9. Rate vs free energy curves for Condon (-) and non-Condon
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(broken symbols) rate constant. Three pairs of curves are shown, which
corrcspond to the three configurationsofthe mediating potentialsurfaces
shown in Figure 8 (identical symbols used) in the unomal" remon:
- AG
N 4.625
A =.0.75 eV.

a,

are used, a one-dimensional slice along one of the modes only is
used for the calculation of the nonCondon effectS76
3.5. Homgeneou6 and Inbmogmeau6 Bn#dening. The
magnitude of r12 or I'23 determines the superexchangecoupling,
but the magnitude of dephasing between the initial and final
state rl3 determines the magnitude of the FC factor in eq 6. The
nuclear overlap for N modes in the low-temperature limit is given
bys4

and
p

= S(AU,, - n,ho,)

(15b)

where Sk is the electron-phonon couplingand o k is the frequency
of the kth mode. These levels are broadened by replacing the b
function by a Lorentzian function of width r13,which describes
the density of states:

-10
0
10
Nuclear Coordinate (Q/QZP)

Figure 8. Potential surfaces and electroniccoupling as a function of the
nuclear coordinate for a single promoting mode in the normal region
(-AG< A). (A) Potential energy surfaces (4
7) for a w = lo00 cm-I
and S = 6. The surfaces correspond to reactants (-) and products (O),
with various intermediate levels: A with AG = 0 cm-I (solid diamonds),
intermediateB with AG = 1OOOcm-I (hollow diamonds), and intermediate
C with AG = +2OOO c m - I (solid circles). (B) The electronic coupling
as a function of the nuclear coordinate for the potential energy surfaces
shown in (A). These C U N ~were calculated by using cq 10.

In practice, it is difficult to apply the Gaussian model to more
than one mode because of the simultaneous dependence of the
couplingon the nuclear coordinates'ofall promoting modes. Even
though all of tbemodes are in principle promoting modes according
to eq 10, it is moreconvenient for numericalreasons tocharacterize
the electronic coupling as a function of nuclear coordinate along
a single representative mode and use that functional dependence
for the calculation of the rate constant. In the calculations
presented below the non-Condon effect will be calculated by using
either a high-frequency (o= 1600 cm-I) or low-frequency mode
(o= 50 cm-I) as the promoting mode. If more than two modes

r13

(16)
* I ( A k - n & W 2+ r137
in which A h - ncwc is the detuning of the reactant and product
states in the crossing region. The single molecule line shape
given by eqs 15 and 16 is further broadened by convolution with
a Gaussian inhomogeneous linewidth, which has fwhm PI. In
the static limit eqs 15 and 16 give the FC factor is used with eq
11. Themagnitudeof rl3 isnot knownandissometimesassumed
to be on the order of the mode frequency of the lowest frequency
mode (e& in the coarse graining treatment of Levich73. When
dielectric continuum theory is used to calculate the FC factor7*
the 6 function in eq 15 is replaced by a Gaussian density of states:
P'

where AS the outer sphere (solvent) reorganization energy. The
effective dephasing rate between any two states I and j is
h/(4A,jk~T)~/~
where A, is the solvent reorganization energy for
the transition from state i t o j due to the polarization coordinate
of the solvent. The fast solvent fluctuations in this limit are often
considered to be a contribution to the homogeneous broadening.
In this picture, the nuclei move to the crossing region Q 5 3 where
mixing with the electronic state of the product can occur for a
time equal to h/(4h13keT)1/2,correspondingto an energy width
ofapproximately rl3 < (4A13kBT)'/'at high temperatureand I'l3
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< (4A13ho)'/~at low temperature (ho >> k e n . This limit is
most often used in the effective two-state calculation of the FC
factor for the vibrational overlap of states 1 and 3.42979 At 150
K in RCs the solvent reorganization energy is likely to be a small
contribution to the total.IO These considerationssuggest that the
magnitude of the levelwidth I'13 in electron-transfer reactions is
of the order of a typical low-frequency mode (e.g., 50 cm-I). One
method for experimentally estimating the magnitude of r13for
radiative transitions is comparison with values for the homogeneous linewidth from hole-burning or resonance Raman spectroscopy.
The effect of dephasing on superexchange coupling can be
understood by comparing the calculation of nonradiative superexchange rates to resonance Raman cross sections. The form of
the matrix element for Raman spectroscopyis the same as that
in eq 10 for the nonradiative process of electron t r a n ~ f e r . ~If~ . ' ~
the (detuning) energy A U I =
~ 0 or
= 0, the matrix element
in eq 10 is mathematically equivalent to the calculated resonance
Raman cross section. When the energies are not zero (Le., far
from level crossingsof the intermediate state), the superexchange
matrix element is equivalent to the preresonanceor off-resonance
Raman cross section. The photosynthetic system described here
manifests an increase in rate for nonradiative electron transfer
due to level crossings (resonances). Q*12 or Q*23 give rise to
resonant enhancements of the tunneling rate analogous to the
enhancement in scattering intensity observed when the frequency
of excitation is preresonant or resonant with an electronic
transition. The radiative and nonradiative cases differ in that
the radiation field drives the system at the incident frequency
whereas nonradiative electron transfer occurs at a frequency
determined by off-diagonal coupling terms or coherences (e+,
V12and V23). The dynamics in the intermediate state can affect
both radiative and nonradiative processes. Solventdynamics will
not affect coherences unless the time scale is on the order of the
electronic coherence time (typically hundreds of femtoseconds).
Motions slower than this time scale will contribute to spectral
diffusion but not to the homogeneous linewidthso Theuncertainty
principle relates the homogeneous linewidth or levelwidth to the
dephasing rate r12N h / T2,lo allowing one to obtain an estimate
for ~12fromspectrcwcopy.Thecomparison between the holewidth
of the zero-phonon line and the electron-transfer rate of 'Pshows
that 1/T2* in the RC is quite slow compared with the primary
CS reaction (T2*>> 1 ps) at T = 1.5 K;81.82thus T2 H 2T1 N
2 ps. Information can be obtained from the temperature
dependence of resonance Raman linewidths, intensities, and
excitation pr0files.8~9~~
The dephasing rate in the intermediate
state measured by using the absoluteintensity of resonance Raman
scattering or linewidthsof transient resonanceRaman lines allows
an estimate of r12, I'23 < 20 cm-I for typical m o l e c ~ l e s . The
~~.~~
intermediate states of the CR reactions are known and the T2*
lifetime for states such as EWQA-is likely to be even longer than
the value obtained for the short-lived state IP (T2* >> 1 ps). In
states other than 'P,the TI lifetime is longer still in the zerophonon level of the intermediate state or other levels if vibrational
relaxation is on the picosecond time scale or longer.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Superexchagewithin theC d o a Approximation. Tables
111and IV present results for the superexchange matrix elements
and rate constants, respectively, calculated at Q*l3 (eq 11) and
by using eq 6.)-l The calculated rate is in reasonableagreement
withexperimentfor P+QA-CR.'O Theratecalculated for CHI+QArecombination is a factor of 10 larger than the estimated
nonmediated rate on the basis of the exponential falloff of the
electronicoverlap;however, it is still 5 orders of magnitude smaller
than the observed rate. The rate calculated for CH~+QArecombination reaction, taking CHI+QAas the mediating state,
is 4 orders of magnitude greater than the estimated nonmediated

TABLE IIk Calculated Saperexclmage Matrix Ekwnts for
Charge Recombination Rerctiolrs in Rpa &ids Rcrctioa

Centers Using the Coadon Approximatioa
electronic
state initial
VI!2
(bridge)'
cm-1 V23! cm-I AUZI: cm-I
Vsae
3.7d 0.31'
2260.0
6.0 X l e
PQA-(PH-1
500.0
2.4 X 10-l
CHI+QA(F'+QA-) 0.2 6.0 X 10-4
2260.0
2.4 X 10-l
CHI+QA(CHI+PH-) 3.7
1.5 X 10-4
CHZ+QA-(CHI+QA-)
0.07 2.4 X
640.0
2.6 X
CH~+QA-(CHZ+PH-)
3.7
1.7 x 1 p
2260.0
2.6 X lo-"
The product state (state 3) is the neutral ground state PHQAin all
cam. Based on CS reactions using eq 6 (cf. Table I). Calculated at
the crossing point Q*l3 by using eq 11, assuming r12 0, r23 p: 0, and
VI3 = 0. Evaluated at Q*I3. e Value consistent with analysis in refs 10

-

and 113.

TABLE Iv: Observed Charge Recombinatioa Rate Constants
in Rpa MdhCompared witb Rate Coast.nts Calculated by
Using an Expoaential Distance Dependence and
Superexchange w i t h the Codon Approximation
recombination rcactn
s-l R,b A ko exp[-aRIC
&sed
F'+QA- PQA
io0
22.5
1.1 x 103
15.0
1.85 42.5
2.3 X 1V
2.9 X lo-*
C H I + Q ACHIQA
-~
2.0 X i t i 7
3.7 X
CH~+QA--CHZQA
0.15 68
a Taken from ref 4 at 1SO K. The values in ref 5 at 77 K are d
i d
in the text. Edge-to-edgedistance.1c16 From cq 6 and (V = Yo2exp[aR]);YO= 100 cm-I, a = 1.0 A-I, and FC calculated by assuming an
activationlcss reaction (see text). Calculated by using eqs 6 and 11; FC
identical with value used in exponential distance dependence in adjacent
column.
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Figure 10. Non-Condon effect on the log(k) vs AG curve of the CHI+QC;
reaction for various numbers of a 50-cm-I mode (shown in the legend).
The parameters used (and rate constants when AG = 3700 cm-1) are
given in Table V.

rate based on the exponential falloff the electronic overlap;
however, it is still about 12 orders of magnitude smaller than the
observed rate.
4.2. S u p e r e x c h m g e h l N
~on-ColldollEffectsforC",+QARecombmtion. The calculated non-Condon effect on the rate
constant of the reaction CHI+QA--C
CHIQA
is shown as a function
of free energy in Figure 10. The calculation assumes A = 4560
cm-I is partitioned into high- and low-frequency modes with
coupling constants and frequencies of SI= 2.1,W I = 1600 cm-l
and S2 = 24.0,w2 = 50 cm-I (see eq Al). The magnitude of the
non-Condon effect depends on the position of the maximum QO
of the Guassiancoupling function42(see Table V). The magnitude
of the non-Condon effect decreases as QOis moved further from
Q.13. WhenIQd > S1I2(Le., themaximumliesoutsidethenuclear
trajectory for the reaction) the non-Condon effect is negligible.
The small value of u (see eq 13) means that the calculated
Gaussians are so narrow as to be essentially 8 functions. u can
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TABLE V: Noa-Copdoa Effect 08 the CHI+QACharge
Recombhtioa Rate for V U i w NPmbers of b w - F q u e a e y
Modes
no. of
coupling
50-cm-1 modes
per mode
bg(kNC)b
u/d X W
1
2
4
6
8

24.0
12.0
6.0
4.0
3.0

4.0
5.9
8.3
10.0
11.0

-1.8
-1.5
-1.3
-1.3
-1.2

0.63
0.89
1.3
1.5
1.8

In all cases the high-frequency mode 01 = 1630 cm-I with SI= 2.1.
Calculated by using the Gaussian model (eq 13) and r12= 0. All rate
wnstantsareinunitsofs-I. For thtscconditionslog(ksE)=-4S,log(k&)
?r 0.26. u is the standard deviation of the Gaussian (eq 13). and QOis
thepitionofthemaximuminunitsofzcro-pointmotion,@" 1/[2.w]1/2.
dThe amplitude factor A = 1.3 X los in all cases.
a

>
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Figure 11. Non-Condon effect as a function of r12. The squares (- - -)
are a two-modecalculationincluding the non-Condon effect and the dark
circles (-) are a two-modecalculationusing the Condon approximation.
The parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table V.
r12 or r23

TABLE VI: Comparison of CHI+QARecombination Rate
Constants Calculated with and without the Condon
ADwOXhI"a0II
I O R ( ~ N C Ffor different mediating states

~

~~~~~

1.26
1.52
1.70
1.96

4.5
-4.4
4.3
-3.9

-3.7
-3.8
-3.8
-3.8

-1.3
4 4
-4.3
-3.9

-3.3
-3.4
-3.4
-3.5

4.5

-0.8
-0.1
-3.8

AG = -3700 cm-I (-0.46 eV). k s is
~ the same regardless of the
mediating state. w1 = 1600 cm-I; 0 2 = 50 cm-I; log(k,b) Y 0.26.
a

be increased and A decreased proportionally in eq 13 and the
same answer will be obtained as long as u < 2u 1 (where Y =
[exdhw/kq - 11-I). Increasing the number of low-frequency
modes increases the non-Condon effect for this particular
configuration of potential surfaces, but this is not necessarily
true for other configurations. As shown in Table V, the increase
in rate constant tends to plateau for a large numter of modes
because the incremental change in QOdecreases as a single mode
is divided into a larger number of modes. The magnitude of the
non-Condon effect is affected by the value chosen for thedamping
r
1
2 as shown in Figure 11. Typical values for r12of tens of
wavenumbersreduce the magnitude of the non-Condon effect by
approximately 1 order of magnitude compared to r12 = 0.
A comparison of the non-Condon rate constants for various
values of high- or low-frequency modes for both P+QA- and
CHI+H-as intermediate states is presented in Table VI. The
differences in rate reflect the differences in QO due to the
configurationof the potential surfacesfor each intermediate state.

+

TABLE Vn: Noa-Condoa Calculation of tbe CHI+QACharge Recombination Rate Constant
h/A@
1.26
1.52
1.70
1.96

log(kse)b
-13.3
-11.8
-13.0
-12.5

AU(Q*ia),

cm-l

775.0
649.0
2260.0
391.0

4

0:

10g(kNC)C XloB
-8.9
-10.0
-9.0
-12.5

2.1
5.1
6.3
3.7

QO

XW7

0.85
4.30
0.79
1.9

6.5
7.8
23.0
4.0

aAG=3200cm-1(-0.40eV). bCalculatedbyusingeq11. 'Mediating

state, CHI+QA-;
a 50-cm-1 promoting mode was used in a two-mode
calculatioinwith a 1600-cm-I mode; log(k,,,) N -2.0. Parametersused
in eq 13.
A low-frequency mode (w2) gives a much larger enhancement of
the rate constant for smaller values of the ratio A/AG if P+QAis the intermediate state, and it has a maximum at A/AG Y 1.7
if CHI+H-is the intermediate state. If a high-frequency mode
is used as the noncondon coordinate, changes in rate constant
appear more uniformly, ranging from a factor of 2 to 10 times
larger at various values of A/AG.
The temperature dependence of the rate constant calculated
including the non-Condon effect is quite mild. For the case of
a high-frequency promoting mode, the temperature dependence
with and without the Condon approximation is almost identical.
For example, if A = 5640 cm-I (Le., X/AG = 1.52) the increase
in rate constant between 100 and 200 K with and without the
Condon approximation is 5% and 1%, respectively. For the case
illustrated in Figure 10, when a low-frequency mode is the
promoting mode, there is a 30% decrease in the non-Condon rate
constant between 100 and 200 K,whereas the calculated rate
constant by using either a high-frequencypromoting mode or the
Condon approximation decreases by 2% over this range in
temperature. Similar results were found for other frequenciesat
all temperatures in the region below 200 K where an activationless
rate was observed for CHI+QA-and CHZ+QACRe4J
4.3. SuperexdmgeInchdingNon-Codon Effect8for C ~ + Q A Recombination. The calculated non-Condon effect for the
CH~+QArecombinationreaction with a 50-cm-I promotingmode
and CH~+QAintermediate is tabulated for four values of the
reorganization energy in Table VII. The amplification factor A
is larger and the standard deviation u of the Gaussian is narrower
for this reaction than for the CH~+QArecombination reaction
(compare Tables V and VII). The shapes of the free energy
dependencesare similar to those calculated for CHI+QA-(shown
in Figure 10) and are not shown. Although significant enhancements in rate are found, the rate constants shown in Table VI1
are still smaller than the observed rate constant by many orders
of magnitude.
4.4. Superexchange in P+QA-and P+HL-Charge Recombination. Superexchange via P+HL- has been considered as a
mechanism for the P+QA-CR reaction in Rb. sphaeroides and
has been found to beconsistentwith the experimentallydetermined
FC factor.I0 In both Rb. sphaeroides and Rps. viridis the energy
gap between P+QA-and P+HL-is relatively large (Figure 2), so
it is likely that the non-Condon effect is relatively small.
Calculations confirm this, but it is also due to the fact that the
reorganization energy for CR from the reactant and intermediate
states (P+HL-)is quite different (Le., QO is far from Q * I for
~ the
calculated configuration of potential energy surfaces, which are
reasonable for P+QA- CR).
The P+HL- recombination reaction may also occur by a
superexchange mechanism via a bridge state such as P+BL-.
Although P+BL- has not been unambiguously observed, it has
been considered as a possible intermediate for the initial CS
r e a ~ ! i o n . ~ ~ItI is possible that a bridge state (whether real or
virtual) that plays a role in the forward electron-transfer reaction
would also participate in the electronic coupling of the r e " bination reaction for P+HL-. If P+BL-is above the initially excited
state 'Pin energy, the energy gap between this bridge state and
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Transfer. Superexchange is bridge-mediated electron transfer
and as such affects the distance dependence of electron-transfer
reactions. The detailed experimental and theoretical studies of
Gray, Onuchic, and Beratan and co-workers have shown that the
through-bond and through-space pathways have a critical effect
on the effective falloff ci of the donor/acceptor coupling.15JOI A
similar conclusion was reached by Ulstrup and co-workers in
studies of superexchange coupling in plastocyanin.18 Likewise,
the effect of bridge structure organicand inorganic donor/acceptor
systems has been studiedby many in~estigators~~
and the optimum
geometry of transition-state complexes in fluid solution has been
shown to depend more on the bridge geometry than on distance
alone.” A superexchange model has been used by Miller and
co-workers to explain long-distance electron-transfer in lowtemperature glasses over distances of more than 30 A.72 The role
of the solvent conduction band in low-temperature glasses has
where J is the singlet-triplet splitting in the P+HL-radical pair
been considered by A l b r e ~ h in
t ~ systems
~
where the tunneling
state, V12 is coupling of the electron transfer IPH (state 1)
distance of solvated electrons exceeds 50 A. The considerations
P+HL- (state 2). Vy3 is the coupling between P+HL-(state 3) and
we have used to describe bridge states that possess an energy near
3P (state 2’), and AU221 is the singlet-triplet energy splitting
that of the donor and acceptor are an extension of previous
between IP and 3P. From the magnetic field effect on the 3P
treatments of superexchange to include a bridge that is nearly
quantum yield it is known that J H l t 3cm-IoE9The 3Pdecay
resonant with the donor and acceptor while retaining a two-state
rate as a function of temperature and magnetic field along with
calculation.
fluorescence and phosphorescence from 3P gives V2, = 3450
A recent article attempts to describe all electron-transfer
cm-I, AU21(Q*21)cy 2100cm-I, and AU2~3(Q*2!3)H 145O~m-~.~O
reactions
by using a single effective falloff of a = 1.4 A-1.96 As
Bysubstitutionofthesevaluesintoeq 19andunder theassumption
discussed
in the Introduction, the concept of an exponential
that V12and V2,3 are equal, V1zH V2‘3 H 1 cm-I. This coupling
distance
dependence
has been discussed in the electron-transfer
is too small to explain the initial electron-transfer rate constant
literature
by
a
number
of i n v e s t i g a t o r ~ . ~ lIn* ~contrast
~ ~ ~ ~ ~to~ * ~ ~
if the rateconstant iscalculated within the Condon approximation
previous studies, the study by Moser et
interprets electron(eq 6).
transfer data obtained from RCs and semisynthetic Ru-modified
Several possibilities have been considered to resolve this
hemoglobin in support of the conclusion that protein plays the
dilemma.41*91,92
An alternative to previous hypotheses is to relax
role of a ‘uniform electronic barrier”. The conclusion reached
the Condon approximation,because if the Condon approximation
by Moser et al. is incompatible with superexchange as described
is not used, the relationship between the electronic coupling and
by many investigators.11-14,18.31,72
According to any superexchange
the FC factor in eq 6 is no longer required to hold. Furthermore,
model, the exponential falloff depends on the nature of the bridge
a nonCondon effect is implied by a superexchange mechanism
(see, for example, refs 11-14, 18, 31, and 72 and the model
with a small energy gap between the reactant and intermediate
calculation in section 3.3). Because the conclusion in ref 96 and
states, and this is certainly the case if an intermediate state such
the calculations outlined in this paper lead to such different
as P+BL-is close in energy to 1P.3H1.78Any calculation (e.g.,
pictures,
in the following we discuss some of the relevant
that of ref 78) that assumes that the P+BL-intermediate state is
experimental
data, both for the RC and model systems,that were
close in energy to ‘PHLmust includethe breakdown of the Condon
not
considered
in ref 96.
approximation;however, this has not been previously considered.
It
is
clear
from
Figure 3 that the very long distance electron
The motion along promoting modes in the state IPH can couple
transfer reactions in Rps. uiridis that are discussed at length in
dimer charge-transfer states as well as interchromophorechargethis paper are not compatible with a universal value of ci H 1.4
transfer states, giving rise to a large non-Condon coupling. A
A-I.
In fact, only three out of the 11 observed electron-transfer
relaxation of the P+HL- state has been proposed to explain
reactions in Rps. uiridis RCs conform to the %niform electronic
observables such as the number of delayed fluorescence combarrier” model. Moreover, at low temperature ( T < 200 K) the
ponents on a variety of time scales, the magnetic field dependence
model proposed by Moser et
fails for the RC. Both formation
of the fluorescencecomponents,and the 3P quantum yield in the
and recombination of P+Qe- are highly temperature dependent
large magnetic field (> 150 kG) limit.91+92
The model calculations
and the rate constant for both goes to zero below 200 K.lWThe
for the recombinationreactions (see above) show that it is possible
cytochrome oxidation reaction (P+
C H ~ +is) also highly
for a relatively small relaxation of only 500 cm-1 to change the
temperature dependent, and the correlation that is adduced by
disposition of the nuclear potential energy surfaces, and thereby
Moser et al. does not hold for this process below 200 K.6145
change the effective electronic coupling significantly. A more
Furthermore, at 295 K,citing the same reference used by Moser
completedynamical descriptionof the couplingstrength between
et al. for the P+ CHI+charge shift: data are presented for
exciton and charge-transfer states is required to determine if
cH2+, which has a rate constant of 3 X lo5 s-I over a
application of the non-Condon model presented above is approdistance of 21 A, and P+ CLl+,which has a rate constant of
priate for the primary CS reaction. One approach that we have
7 x 106 s-1 over a distance of 18 A (at low redox potential), a
persued in collaboration with Shreve et al. is resonance Raman
discrepancy in both cases of more than 2 orders of magnitude
of the electronic transition P IP.93 Those experiments suggest
from what is predicted by using a = 1.4 A-l (see also Table I).
that some very low frequency dimer modes are strongly coupled
Moser et al. admit that the primary CS reaction obeys the uniform
to the electron-transfer reacti0n.~3 Further studies of the
electronic barrier model only if the reaction is a two-step process
excitation profilesof low-frequency modes coupled to the transition
and not if superexchange is the mechanism. The two-step
P
IP reveal whether there are any promoting modes in the
mechanism has not been proven experimentally,and femtosecond
manifold of IP (Shreve et al., to be published). Such experiments
transient absorption experiments as well as electric field effect
offer the possibility of obtaining specific information concerning
experiments call the two-step proposal into q u e ~ t i o n . 9 ~ - ~ ~
the excited-state dynamics of IP and the role of strongly coupled
intermediate states.
The data discussed by Moser et al. for semisynthetic, proteinbased systems do not follow the trend of a uniform electronic
4.6. Superexchange and the Distance Dependence of Electron
P+HL- is also large (>3000 cm-1 in Rb. sphaeroides).88 The
nonCondon effect is typically quite small for such a configuration
of potential surfaces (Le., a relatively large energy denominator
AU). However, deep in the inverted region the deviation from
the rate calculated by using the Condon approximation can still
be significant as was shown in the model calculation in section
3 (see Figure 8).
4.5. Superexchange and the Primary Charge Separation
Reaction. Although the estimated electronic coupling for the
primary CS reaction, ‘P+P+HL-, is quite
this reaction
occurs in a few picoseconds. The electron-transfermatrix element
between the states IP and P+HL- has been estimated from
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barrier at long distance. Three of the six data points cited show
no distance dependence at all with the same rate constant in
ruthenatcd myoglabin for heme/His-81 Ru, heme/His-l16 Ru,
and heme/His-l2 Ru at 19, 20, and 22 A, respectively. The
r u t h d u n a t theHis-48 position~O~(12.7-Aedget~edgedistance)
has a rate constant 2 orders of magnitude slower than that
predicted by the uniform barrier model. In addition the rate
constants of electron transfer in modified hemoglobins are more
than 5 orders of magnitude slower than that predicted by the
model.lo2 More recent data suggesting a significant deviation
from the exponential model are discussed by Gray and coworkers.~O3Moser and co-workers assert that proteins resemble
amorphousglass solvents that have a uniform a = 1.2 A-I, citing
the work of Beitz and Miller.'W In fact, Beitz and Miller do not
indicate that there is a single exponential falloff for any given
soluent system but rather that there is a given a for a given
donor.lW The reason for this is that the barrier height and, by
extension, the probability amplitude of the donor wave function
on the bridge depend on the energy difference between the donor
and the bridge.16 This idea has been tested systematically by
Krongauz~O5who found values of a from 1.1 to 1.5, depending
on the binding energy B of the donor (see section 2.2). although
the effect of changing B is much weaker than predicted on the
basis of a square barrier model. Gust and Moore and their coworkers have studied a series of synthetic compounds in which
charge recombination has been examined for a fued ultimate
cation-anion pair.lW The dimensions of these molecules is
comparable to the RC, and, just as for the long-distance
recombination reactions discussed here, long-distance recombinations in the model systems is found to have a much less steep
distancedependencethan would be predicted by a uniform barrier
model. Just as for the RC, thesemodel systems involve sequential
charge separation steps, and the basic model of superexchangemediated CRdescribcd throughout this paper is expected toapply.
Similar results have been obtained in a related series of compounds
prepared and Seasler and co-workers.Io7
In summary, we want to emphasize that superexchange is not
an esoteric higher order effect, but rather it is a fundamental
considerationthat must be applied to any condensed-phasechargetransfer situation as has been discussed by many investigators.
Superexchange as a model is equivalent to the statement that
both the barrier height and tunneling distance are important for
electron tunneling. The uniform electronic barrier mode196 is
equivalent to the statement that only distance matters and the
barrier height is irrelevant. According to the currently available
literpre, the latter model would appear to be unwarranted.

While we have focused on what are probably the largest effects
responsible for theelectroniccoupling in the long-distance electron
transfer of the RC, there are a number of factors that may
contribute to the rate constant that have not been considered.
First, states of the protein may play a role in long-distance
electronic coupling, and the coupling due to states described in
this paper does not preclude the coupling pathways in the protein.
Second, in consideringa breakdown of the Condon approximation,
we have only considered that contribution which is necessarily
implied by eq 10 but not other contributions that may cause the
individualmatrix elements VI2 or V23to show non-Condon effects.
The model calculationspresented here show that the assumption
that the electronic factor is independent of the nuclear motion
can lead to significant errors. Because it is difficult to calculate
the electronicfactor, treatments of electron-transferrates typically
take the separability of the electronic and nuclear factors for
granted, and the electronic factor is used as an adjustable
parameter. The long-standing problem of the temperature
dependence of the cytochrome oxidation reaction suggests that
electron-transfer theory which includes only the two principle
redox centers (the donor and acceptor) may not account for
important factors that govern the electron-transfer rate.

5. collclusim
The exponential distance dependence that has been observed
for charge-transfer reactions in a number of systems appears not
to hold for electron transfer over long distances in photosynthetic
reaction centers. This is likely due to the effect of mediating
electronic states or superexchange. The cascade of CS reactions
illustrated in Figure 2 results in a manifold of charge-transfer
states that are close in energy. The cascade efficiently separates
charge over long distances, but the manifold of states allows for
recombination electron transfer Over equally long distances. At
room temperature recombination occurs via a thermal pathway
for all of the charge-separated states (except perhaps the primary
acceptor PHL-). The activated pathways have been elucidated
and involve equilibria between each state and the higher-lying
chargetransfer states, which act as real intermediates for activated
recombinati0n.~,5J~At low temperature these same electronic
states can mediate the recombination reaction as virtual intermediates. Conventional superexchange as described in eq 11
improves the agreement between calculated and measured
recombination rates in Rps. uiridis considerably,and it has been
shown that noncondon effects can account for at least part of
the remaining discrepancy.
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Appendix. Parameter Values for Calculating RC
Electron-Transfer Rates
In order to calculate a non-Condon rate constant by using a
superexchange model, the free energies, frequencies, electronphonon coupling constants, and number of modes must be known
in order to model the harmonic potential surfaces. The electronic
couplings VI,and V23 must be known in order to determine the
magnitude of the superexchange coupling.
A l . Free Energies. The internal energy of the reaction is the
vertical difference between the minima of U!(Q),U2(Q), and
U3(Q) (eq 7 ) . In the absence of frequency shifts, the entropy
change is zero and -AG = AU. Free energy values are taken
from redox titration^,^^^^ activation parameters: and delayed
fluorescence measurements.lo8 Values for the free energies
obtained from equilibrium redox titrations do not necessarily
apply to electron-transfer rates in the forward direction, as it is
likely that relaxation (solvation) processes occur subsequent to
these fast reactions. The free energy obtained from equilibrium
redox titrations are likely to be more relevant for the slow CR
reactions we are trying to model, because these occur subsequent
to any relaxations about the charge-separated states."
A2. Frequencies. The frequenciesof modes coupled to P+QACR are obtained from studies of either the electric field effect
on kineticsI0 or quinone substitution experiments"0 in Rb.
sphaeroides RCs. Those results are consistent with a total
coupling (SH 2.5) to an average high-frequency mode of 1600
cm-1and a total coupling of S Y 40 to an average low-frequency
mode between 50 and 200 cm-I. In the absence of similarly
detailed information for the cytochrome heme-quinone CR
reactions, we will assume that the average frequencies of the
modes coupled to those reactions are similar to those of P+QArecombination. This is reasonable since the main difference
between these reactions is at the cationic site, which is a heme
in c~l+QA-orC~z+QA-rec~mbination
and a bacteriochlorophyll
dimer in P+QA-recombination. Wraight and co-workers have
shown that the temperature dependence of these reactions is
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similarn4It is likely that thereorganization energy for the CHI+QAand CH~+QACR reaction is larger than for P+QA-CR, since the
positive charge is more localized on a single heme than on a
bacteriochlorophyll dimer. For the sake of comparison, the
cytochrome heme-quinone CR reactions are studied by using
four values of the ratio A/-AG.
A3. Electron-Phonon Coupling8and the Number of Modes.In
the Condon approximation, the electron-phonon couplings for
modes of a given frequency are additive; i.e., 10 SO-cm-1 modes
with a coupling S = 1.O are equivalent to one SO-cm-' mode with
a couplings = 10.0. If non-Condon effects are included, however,
the number of modes does matter, and the details of the shape
of the nuclear potential surface are also become important. In the
Results and Discussion section,the total electron-phonon coupling
for high-frequency modes will be reported as SI and that for
low-frequency modes S 2 . However, if there are N low-frequency
modes, the electron-phonon coupling constant for each mode is
S2/N, likewise for M high-frequency modes the linear coupling
for each mode is S I / M . The reorganization energy for M highfrequency and N low-frequency modes is
U

N

The displacement of the intermediate state potential surface also
changes with the number of modes, and this is included in the
calculations.
Even with estimates for the frequencies and electron-phonon
couplings in hand, it is very difficult to estimate the number of
modes at a given frequency that are coupled to an electron-transfer
reaction. A recent simulation of quantum dynamics of thechargeshift reaction P+HL-+P+QA-~~
Rb. sphaeroidesl' gaveestimates
of the electron-phonon coupling on the order of S Y 1.2 for a
1600-cm-1mode and S H 1.S for a 50-cm-l mode. A calculation
using crystal and EPR data gives S N 1.O for a 1600-cm-' mode.' l 2
A4. Electronic Coupling Matrix Elements. The electronic
couplings estimated from the forward charge-shift reactions can
be used to estimate the couplings for the CR reactions, which
have been less well studied. The electronic matrix elements in
Table I were calculated by using eq 6 and assuming that A
-AG, This assumption may not be justified for the cytochrome
heme oxidation reactions. The values of the electronic coupling
used below are all based on the assumption of an electronic factor
independent of the nuclear coordinate in the rate constant for the
charge-shift reactions. Since the breakdown of the Condon
approximation calls into question that independence, these values
may require modification.
Despite an extensive literatures4there is great uncertainty in
the magnitude of the coupling between the cytochrome hemes
and the special pair P. Assuming the CHIand CH2 oxidation
reactions are activationless (A -AG), a lower bound estimate
for the electronic coupling of V H 0.2 cm-1 and V N 0.07 cm-1
is obtained for CHIand C H oxidation,
~
respectively. We use
these values in the model calculations, although we recognize
that they are lower bound estimates because if A # -AG the FC
term can only be smaller, implying that the electronic factor y2
is larger (eq 6). The estimates for the electronic coupling of the
CL~+QAstate to the P+QA-state based on the assumption that
A >> -AG have ranged from 2 to 20 cm-1.s4 If the value of 2 cm-I
is applied to Rps. viridis, then the calculated rate constant for
CH~+QACR from eq 11 would be larger by a factor of IO2.
The charge-shift reactions that form the states P+QA- and
CH~*QAdo not involve intermediate redox states (see Figure 1).
However, the CLI,C H ~and
, C Loxidation
~
in the cytochrome may
involve intermediate states. The extremely fast rateconstant for
the formation CLI+QA-suggests that the coupling of CHI+QAto
CLI+QAis very strong and perhaps no longer in the nonadiabatic
limit. The edge-to-edge distance from the vinyl group of C H Ito
the heme macrocycle of CLI is 4.5 A. Similar distances are
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observed if thevinyl group is included in the edge-to-edgedistance
for CLIto C Hand
~ C Hto~C L ~This
. suggests that adjacent hemes
are strongly coupled along the sequence CHI~LI-CH#L2 (see
Figure 1).
The estimated coupling for the CHI'cH2 -c CHICHZ+
charge
shift is quite large considering thedistance (Table I). It has been
suggested that charge shift that forms the state CH~+QA(at E,,,
> 100mV) involves an intermediate state of the intervening redox
center CLI
CH~C,I+CHI+QA-

4

cH2+CLICH,+QA-

-.

CH~+CL~+CH~QA(A21
The energy gap between the CLI+and the c H 2 state is estimated
to be 2400 cm-I (0.30eV) from the equilibrium redox potential
of the respective hemes. According to a superexchange mechanism (eq 11) acouplingof VI^ N V23 H 10cm-l betweenadjacent
cytochrome hemes is consistent with the value, 0.07cm-I for c H 2
oxidation in Table I. Although the rate constant is not known,
C L ~is+ oxidized by C L at~ cryogenic temperatures (if the redox
potential is less than -80 mV), with a driving force of only 10oO
cm-I. Essentially the same intermediate state (virtual transfer
from CLI+to CH2) is the lowest energy intermediate for C L ~
oxidation by CL1+. Thus, the alternating low and high potential
hemes can provide efficientcoupling pathways under both reduced
and oxidized conditions. A comparison of calculated throughprotein pathways that includes superexchangevia adjacent redox
centers would provide an interesting test for the idea advanced
here that superexchange via the redox centers is important and
may help to explain the anomalous rates of the cytochrome heme
oxidation reacti0ns.6~~~
In order to estimate the electronic matrix elements relevant to
a superexchangecalculationof the P+Q~-rambinationreaction,
values from Rb. sphaeroides are used because the P+HLrecombination reaction has not been studied in detail for Rps.
viridis RCs. The reaction P+HL- P+QA-has an estimated
coupling of V N 3.7 cm-1.113The magnitude of the electronic
coupling for the P H L -recombination reaction in Rb. sphaeroides
has been estimated at VI! 0.37cm-I.Il3 Due to the fact that this
reaction is in the inverted regionIE9this is a lower bound. From
these values, the electroniccoupling for P+QA-has been estimated
to be ca. 3.0 X 10-4 cm-1 for Rb. s p h ~ e r o i d e s . ~ According
~JI~
to eq 11, in Rps. viridis the P+QA-reaction would have a larger
coupling due to the fact that the energy of the P+HL- state is
closer in energy to P+QA-than in Rb. sphaeroides. Using the
electronic coupling values of V12 = 3.7 cm-' and v23 = 0.37cm-'
from Rb. sphueroides and the value of AU12 H 2260 cm-1 from
Rps. uiridis, we estimate the coupling for P+QA-at 6.0 X 10-4
cm-1in Rps. viridis. Thisvalueis consistent with the rateconstant
of 100 s-l for the P+QA-recombination reaction in Rps. viridis.
Table I11 summarizes these estimates for the superexchange
coupling of all states in the RC that may be relevant for the CR
reactions.
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